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Proactive Exposure Training:

Socializing your Puppy to 100 things in 100
days

Work through this interactive list and
check off what you expose your dog to as
you explore the world
together. Introducing your pup to the items
in the list will help them learn that new
people, different sounds and textures, and
being handled are all things to not be
worried about! Scroll down or click here to
access the checklist.

How to Introduce New
Experiences, People, and Things

These items in the list are suggestions —
you should add your own and tailor the list
to your everyday surroundings. To help
you, especially with sounds like thunder
and babies crying, we've put together
a resources list of free videos and
sounds to help your socialization and
desensitization efforts.

"Low and slow, short and sweet" is the
best way to condition your dog to new
things. Go slow and always give your dog
the choice to walk away and add more

distance from something if they show caution or fear. Pair these different experiences with
things your dog loves, from high-value treats to praise and petting, or even playing with a
favorite toy.
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"Low and slow, short and sweet" is the
best way to condition your dog to new
things. Go slow and always give your dog
the choice to walk away and add more
distance from something if they show
caution or fear. Pair these different
experiences with things your dog loves,
from high-value treats to praise and
petting, or even playing with a favorite toy.

Introducing Sounds: Start playing new
sounds at a very low volume and make
sure your dog has positive experiences
while the sound plays in the background
— interactive toys and puzzles, short
positive reinforcement training sessions,
playing with a favorite tug toy, a snuggle
session or tummy rub, or a stuffed Kong
are all great options! As they become
habituated to the sound at a low volume,
slowly raise the volume over time.
Introducing Items/People: When
introducing your puppy to different items
or people, manage their distance from the

item to make sure they stay comfortable and relaxed. Start with giving them a treat just
for just looking at the new person or thing, then move on to giving them a treat for getting
closer or interacting with it. You don't want to bombard them with too much interaction too
fast, as this can result in stress and anxiety due to overstimulation. For example,
introduce your puppy to one dog-savvy child at a time rather than a larger group of
children at once. Being surrounded by a new type of person can overwhelm your puppy
rather quickly and create a negative association.

Grade Your Puppy's Reaction

When going through this list, select one of the three "grades" for how your puppy reacted to
the experience:

"Loved it!" indicates that your puppy enjoyed the interaction, showed happy, and/or calm
and relaxed body language, and would happily continue the interaction if allowed. For
exposure to different sounds, "Loved it!" means that your dog doesn't startle or otherwise
react to the noise with barking or stress signals, meaning they have become habituated
to it.

"Meh!" indicates that your puppy either didn't seem to care much about the interaction, or
wasn't totally sure about it. You might notice some stress signals (such as yawning, lip
licking, or submissive body posture) but they're still cautiously interested in approaching
or interacting. You can work on moving from Meh! to Loved it! by adding some distance
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from the item/person and pairing with things your dog loves for a while, before slowly
moving closer (or increasing the volume of sounds) as your puppy gets more comfortable.

"Hated it!" indicates that your puppy did not enjoy the experience at all. They exhibited
fear and stress signals, flight or fight responses (trying to run away, hiding, growling,
barking, snarling, or biting). Do not expose your puppy to that item or experience again
without proper management and support. You will need to use what is called "counter
conditioning" for that particular list item and we suggest connecting with a certified
positive reinforcement trainer to help you with the counter conditioning process.

If you want to learn more about how to evaluate your dog's body language, check out some
great resources available at our Decoding Canine Body Language Resource Page.

Track Your Progress

At the top of the interactive checklist you can see how many items you've checked off and
how many items are in the "Meh!" and 'Hated it!" categories so you know what you'll need to
work on with your puppy.

Keep this tab open on your desktop or phone* so it's handy when you need it! And print a
copy out to post in your home so everyone can update as you go. Printer-friendly
version. *Your selections will be saved as long as you do not clear your browser's cache. 

Visit our Puppy Proactive Exposure and Socialization Resource Page for videos of sounds
for your puppy to listen to, smartphone app resources, and how-to videos on how to properly
use conditioning and counter conditioning techniques.

Have fun exploring!

Proactive Exposure Training

https://www.preventivevet.com/dog-training-recommended-resources-dog-body-language-decoders
https://www.preventivevet.com/hubfs/Socialization%20-%20100%20Experiences%20in%20100%20Days%20-%20Printer%20Friendly%20Version-CM.doc
https://www.preventivevet.com/hubfs/Socialization%20-%20100%20Experiences%20in%20100%20Days.docx
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-resources
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Socializing your puppy to 100 things in 100 days

Sounds  Tactile  People  Animals  Touches

Completed 0 of 100

0 - Loved it!

0 - Meh!

0 - Hated it!

Sounds
0 of 29 completed

Hated it! Meh! Loved it!

Alarm clock

Baby crying

Barking dogs

Car honking

Cheering

Doorbell

Female voices

https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#sounds
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#tactile
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#people
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#animals
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#touches
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Fire engine/police car

Fireworks

Grooming clippers

Gunshot

Hair dryer

Hammering

Knocking on door

Kids Playing

Male voices

Microwave

Motorcycle

Planes/helicopters

Popcorn popping

Pots and pans clanking

Radio (various stations)

Smoke alarm
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Back to top

Tactile
0 of 17 completed

Hated it! Meh! Loved it!

Thunder

Traffic/road sounds

TV (various programming)

Vacuum cleaner

Whistles (sporting or other)

Yard tools (mower, leaf blower,
etc.)

Artificial turf

Bathtub

Blankets

Carpeted floors

Elevators

Grass

https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#checklistSectionNav
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People
0 of 33 completed

Hated it! Meh! Loved it!

Metal objects

Mirrors

Mud

Plastic objects

Rocks

Rubber objects

Rugs

Sand

Sidewalk

Tiled floors

Wood floors

A wheelchair

Asian

https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#checklistSectionNav
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Bald people

Black

Carrying bags/boxes

Children (children who have
been trained properly on dog
interaction)

Dancing

Elderly (as long as they aren't
immunocompromised)

Heavy people

Hispanic

Holding umbrellas

In uniform

Infants

Kids in strollers

Laying down

Men
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On bicycles, scooters, and
skateboards

People in sunglasses/glasses

People with facial hair

Running

Short

Shuffling feet/limping

Sweeping/mopping

Taking their toy or food away
(invading space)

Tall

Teens

Thin people

Throwing or bouncing balls

Using a walker

Walking with canes
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Animals
0 of 4 completed

Hated it! Meh! Loved it!

Back to top

Touches
0 of 17 completed

Hated it! Meh! Loved it!

Wearing baseball hats

White

Women

Birds

Cats

Other (depending on likelihood
of interaction)

Other dogs

Being dried off with towel

Being picked up

Being restrained by collar

https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#checklistSectionNav
https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#checklistSectionNav
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Brushing fur

Brushing teeth

Clothes (winter jacket, boots)

Ears

Harness

Mouth

Muzzle

Nail clipping

Near eyes

Paws

Rain

Tummy

Tushy

Water (bath)

https://www.preventivevet.com/puppy-socialization-checklist-100-things-in-100-days#checklistSectionNav

